Abstract -This paper provides an alternative viewpoint of multidimensional bisection global optimisation methods of Wood. A dual coordinate representation of convex bodies is introduced which leads to an easy implementation and eliminates the need to see the geometry of intersecting simplexes. Although developed in the context of global opti misation, the techniques deal more generally with regions represented as the union of convex bodies. With this dual framework the algorithm can be implemented efficiently using any multiattribute index data structure that allows for quick range queries. A C version using a "multi-key double linked skip list" based on Pugh's skip list has been implemented. Abstract-This paper provides an alternative viewpoint of multidimensional bisection global optimisation methods of Wood. A dual coordinate representation of convex bodies is introduced which leads to an easy implementation and eliminates the need to see the geometry of intersecting simplexes. Although developed in the context of global optimisation, the teclmiques deal more generally with regions represented as the union of convex bodies. With this dual framework the algorithm can be implemented efficiently using any multiattribute index data structure that allows for quick range queries. A C version using a "multi-key double linked skip list" based on Pugh's skip list has been implemented.
INTRODUCTION
This paper provides a simple description and an easy implementation of multidimensional bisection global optimisation methods of Wood [9] . This is achieved by a dual coordinate representation of the convex bodies used in the algorithms. This representation uses the right hand vector in the matrix inequality Ax ;?:, s which specifies these bodies. The multidimensional bisection methods have the salient features of the usual "root finding" bisection, in that they produce a nested family of bracketing regions for the global minimum. They can be viewed as a geometric realization of Piyavkii's general approach [5] which uses a lower envelope of a function to estimate the global minimum, although as pointed out in [1] , they can be used without building lower envelopes. This paper builds on Wood's work. Its emphasis is on implementation. It provides the viewpoint behind the implementation used in (11] and supplies details of the techniques given in [9, 10] . The theory, context and performance of the optimisation techniques can be found in [9, 10, 11, l] . For completeness section 2 provides a brief review of multidimensional bisection. Section 3 presents the dual coordinate representation. Section 4 starts with an example of the main processes. It gives a simple description of the algorithms in this new framework and provides justifying theorems. Section 5 describes the required procedures, justifies key steps, and discusses data structure requirements needed for an implementation. Details of an available C-program are given. An Appendix contains computational details and extensions to the formulre provided in [9, 11] covering complete and spherical acceleration.
A REVIEW OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL BISECTION
A brief review extracted from [9] is given here. Refer to [9, 11] for more details. The problem is th,e following: given f : R" ---+ R and J( a compact domain in R", find the points on the graph off where min/(x) over x E J( is realized. It is assumed that a constant Mis known for which the function f belongs to L(M), the set of Lipschitz continuous functions, or SG(M) a class of functions described in [l) .
The approach taken by Wood starts by bracketing all global minima in a simplex. At each iteration regions are cut away from this initial simplex in such a way as to leave a system of simplexes, the union of which gives an improved bracket.
Let 'v be the infinte cone of slope M with a simplex base, as shown in Figure 1 . The two mathematical facts (see (9] for L(M) and [1) for SG(M)) that insure a convergent algorithm are These two facts allow an algorithm to be set up in a very simple way. A version of multidimensional bisection with complete reduction (pg. 166 in [9] ) is described now.
At the outset the initial system consists of one standard simplex, To, which brackets all global minima over I<. Here a standard simplex is a translate of a cap of the cone "v. For each function evaluation, cut from every simplex in the system the interior of -"v, with apex moved to the evaluation point on the graph off. Also cap all the simplexes at the height of the lowest known evaluation. These processes are termed reduction and elimination in [9] , or cutting and capping in [l] . When these are done to a standard simplex, at most n + 1 standard simplexes, of smaller height than the original are left. After each iteration, the algorithm brackets all global minima over I{ in the union of the standard simplexes belonging to the current updated system. Figure 2 shows such a system for a function of two variables. All simplex tops, shaded in the figure, lie at the height of the least evaluation to date. The process continues until the maximum height of all simplexes in the system (the variation) is small enough. Properties (1) and (2) above guarantee no global minimum is removed. The key to the understanding of multidimensional bisection is what happens to one standard simplex as shown in Figure 3 .
Proceeding more formally, let { u1, ... , Un+i} comprise the unit vectors from the origin to the vertices of some regular simplex, with centroid the origin, in Rn. A system of simplexes S in R"+ 1 is a finite set of standard simplexes. It is a uniform system if all tops lie in the same hyperplane of R"+ 1 • The variation of S, V(S), is the difference between the highest and lowest points in the system.
The results in this paper primarily concern the bracket. The strategy for choosing the next function evaluation is important and covered in [9) . Here is an outline of "sequential deepest point with complete reduction" (Ac in [9] ) described in geometric terms. The forrnulre for these reductions in terms of usual coordinates are included in the Appendix. These formulre extend the results in [9, 11) . In practice the dual coordinates are used directly.
THE DUAL COORDINATE REPRESENTATION
With dual coordinates, the bracket is represented efficiently and the geometry of the removal process described easily. Terminology and justification of the basic properties of this representation are given in this section.
The simplexes T(x, y, h) of the system are convex bodies. The usual coordinates relate to its vertices. The dual viewpoint emphasizes the faces. The key observation is that there is a fixed family of functionals determining the faces of all the simplexes in the system. The dot product with vectors orthogonal to the faces of the usual standard simplex provides the dual coordinates. So inequalities with fixed left hand sides and the dot products on the right determine a simplex.
As an example consider Figure x So the triangle has dual coordinates (-3, -1, -6), the point has (11, 5, -16) , and the empty set has (-2, 9, -6). 
THE ALGORITHM IN THE DUAL FRAMEWORK
The dual view leads to an easy implementation and eliminates the need to see the geometry of intersecting simplicial cones. The standard simplexes are kept as a list of the vectors. The geometric ideas of cutting and capping relate to simple modifications of the list. Cutting and capping remove the two regions at the evaluation and leave an improved bracket (shown outlined in bold). In this example the bracket begins as the union of a system of four simplexes (triangles outlined lightly). The geometric process is realized by removing the regions from each to get the updated system. Here the leftmost triangle is affected only by capping, the middle two produce four new smaller triangles, and the rightmost is completely removed.
In dual coordinates, the procedure is one of systematically changing coordinates in turn. Basically the dual coordinates always increase. Table 1 shows the dual coordinates of the system pictured in Figure 5 as the capping and cutting processes are applied. In this example A = (- (-7, 9, -6) (-3,-1,-6) (-2, -2, -6) (8, -3, -6) After Capping (-7, 9, -4) (-3, -1, -4) (-2,-2, -4) (8, -3, -4) After Cutting (4, 9, -4) (4, -1, -4) (4, -2, -4) (8, -3, -4)
After Cutting (-7, 9, -4) The example illustrates the procedures needed in order to implement the algorithm. The effect of cutting and capping must be described and ways to eliminate inefficient represention must be handled. The following describes the effect of cutting and capping applied to one standard simplex as pictured in Figure 3 . PROOF. The first result follows from the formula for h in Theorem 3.1. The second follows from the inequality specification corresponding to the dual coordinates. I The process of reduction only affects those simplexes that actually meet the removal cone. So Theorem 4.1 need not be applied. The following shows how to avoid this. Such simplexes in the system are the only ones necessary to look at when implementing the cutting process. The following terminology (inspired during a visit to the salmon ladder at Seattle's aquarium) is useful. Given the representation of an evaluation (r, rtop), we say a member of the system is a spawner of E if r 2: s. Note for technical reasons equality is allowed for a spawner. The spawn of a spawner are all the non-empty simplexes produced when Theorem 4.1 is applied. Concerning finding the deepest point of the system, in a uniform system, the deepest simplex will have the smallest value for s 11 ari. It is now possible to describe multidimensional bisection with this dual viewpoint. The algorithm will work with a uniform system, so Stop is viewed as being a global variable associated with all simplexes in the system.
Initialization:
Choose initial simplex To. Let Stop be its top. Let So= {To}
Get Ne:vt Point:
Find the simplex with minimum s 11 ari· Convert to usual coordi-
Capping nates to get the lowest apex (xi, y;). Compute f(xi). Convert (xi, f(xi), 0) to the dual coordinates of the evaluation (r, rtop)· Let Stop = max(Stop, rtop)
Remove Empties:
Remove any simplexes from S with Bvari > -Stop
Cutting:
Find all the spawners of (r, rtop)· Compute their spawn, remove any empty simplexes and make it minimal by eliminating any that belong to another body in the spawn.
Stopping Test:
loop.
If the smallest value of s 11 ari is large enough, terminate, otherwise
The method of spherical acceleration was introduced in [9] and described geometrically in detail in [11] . Basically it is a way to take advantage of the fact that cones of spherical cross section could be removed. In practice this means, when an evaluation is above the system, an even higher value can be used. The following was the basis for the trials in [11] and describes this acceleration in the dual viewpoint. It is the basis for the formula in the appendix which extends definition 3.1 in [9] . Note d used in the above theorem is a measure of the distance between the apex of T and x E K. When this is zero the formula corresponds to the spherical acceleration specified in [9] . As d goes to infinity, the effect of acceleration goes to zero. As raccel much be calculated for each simplex in the system, the decision to use spherical accleration must be be weighed against the increase in overheads.
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In order to realize the implementation, it is necessary to set up the required procedures and appropriate data structure.
Required Procedures
The steps of the algorithm can be coded effectively if the system is stored in a structure that allows range queries using the keys so, •.. , Sn and Svari· The procedures (with self explanatory names) discussed here relate to the outline in section 4. Here S represents a system, Stop is a global variable for simplexes in the system and E represents the evaluation.
[E, Stop, , E(r, rtop) ))) We need to show Snot affected U So U ... U Sn is minimal. Suppose to the contrary that T(s, Stop) s;;; T'(s', Stop) both belonged, so by Theorem 4.2 s ~ s'. Consider these four cases:
(1) T and T' belong to the same set of the union: This contradicts the minimality of that set.
(2) T E Sk and T' E Snot affected: Since T E Sk, it came from a spawner so r ~ s ~ s' which means T' is a spawner of E, which contradicts T' E Snot affected 
I
Note at step (2) in the above proof, the technical condition of equality in the definition of spawner was required.
Data Structure Requirements
The procedures can be efficiently coded if range queries can be done quickly. The use of an inverted list can take advantage of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 by first finding the index with the smallest number satisfying the query. There are a number of multikey structures [3, 7, 2] that are variations of K-d trees that are more efficient and could be utilized.
Implementation in C
An implementaion in C is available from the author. This implemention includes a Multi-key Double linked Skip List package based on modification of Pugh's Skip List code (available via anonymous ftp [6] ). The multidimensional bisection routines are described using this package.
The skip list has many of the nice properties of balanced trees, but is easier to use. In a skip list the data nodes have pointers which form a linked list. Additionally a certain proportion of the nodes (randomly chosen) have pointers which point a little further, thus skipping over their immediate successors. Of those a certain proportion have nodes skipping even further. This scheme allows for log(N) searching (on average) while making insertion and deletion relatively easy. Although worst case behavior could be poor, it is highly unlikely and not data dependent (as nodes with multiple pointers are randomly allocated independently of incoming data).
The data structure used here maintains a skip list pointer scheme for each key. In the basic skip list, the simple unidirectional nature of the list was no barrier to fast insertion, as the predecessors are easily remembered during the search process. However with multiple keys, locating the pointers appropriate to one key is no help for the other keys. For that reason, double linkages are used for all keys at all levels. In other words a "Multi-key Double linked Skip List." Range queries are handled by the inverted list approach.
Note since the dual coordinates of all simplexes in the system come from the evaluations, the program maintains a list of the evaluations. Rather than storing the dual coordinates, only pointers to the evaluations that give rise to them is stored.
The program dynamically allocates storage to hold the system. Typically the system size builds up to a certain point and then stabilizes until the variation gets quite small. At that point the behaviour becomes that of trying to minimize the constant function and the storage requirements increase exponentially.
vV. RA lll'l'OM l'A 6. FUTURE WORK Not only does this dual approach lead to a simplification of multidimensional bisection, but also implements generalizations (see [1] ). Capping can be done with convex regions other than hyperplanes. Also various choices for the inequality matrix A lead to algorithms which built up the bracket from convex bodies other than standard simplexes. In these cases even though the bodies are not uniformly of the same shape, the dual viewpoint provides a uniform representation which can be capitilized upon. In particular, cones over any polygon can be used. When seen in this context at one end of a spectrum is Wood's method using cones over the simplex, the simplest polygon. Mladineo's (4] is on the other end using cones over the sphere, the limiting "polygon."
Although developed in the context of global optimisation, the techniques apply more generally to regions represented as the union of convex bodies based on a fixed form of vector inequality. The matrix A used to describe simplexes, is particularly nice and gave simple tests for empty and redundant representation. Work is in progress to deal with the more general situation. There the tests are more complicated, and entail "presolving" linear programming problems with a fixed matrix A.
Another area for futher explorations concerns the optimal data structure suited to this algorithm. The bulk of the work of the algorithm is in finding the spawners. This is usually a small number out of all simplexes which can grow exponentionally. Some variation of the hB-tree (3] looks promising. The details of complete simplex reduction (with spherical acceleration) in usual coordinates is given here. This extends the formulre in (9, 11] . The proofs entail taking the dual coordinate formula of Theorem 4.1 and converting to the usual coordinates via the previous conversion. NotP. If the final height is negative, the simplex is empty.
In the case of upper reduction, spherical acceleration can be applied using the above formula with y 11 
